TURKEY SHOOT @ DUNKIRK ELKS
DUNKIRK IN, MAR. 14, 2020 - 4 PM

DUNKIRK ELKS 1776

BY BRO-SHADOW CLUB

WE HELP OUT WITH CASH DONATIONS WHERE FAMILIES HAVE FIRES, ILLNESSES, ACCIDENTS AND MANY OTHER DIVERSE SITUATIONS. WE GIVE GAS CARDS TO FACILITATE TRAVEL FOR THOSE NEEDING MEDICAL TREATMENTS. AT THANKSGIVING & CHRISTMAS WE PROVIDE FOOD BASKETS FOR THOSE IN NEED, ALONG WITH TOYS, GLOVES, HATS AND BOOTS FOR YOUNGSTERS. WE SPONSER YOUTH BALL TEAMS & OTHER COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES.

WE LEND A HAND WHEN WE CAN!

$5.00 Donation for each round or shoot all 5 for $20.00

50/50 DRAWING ALSO

A shoot for meat & cheese prizes.
We supply the gun, you have the fun.

KIDS WELCOME! — Min age 10 to shoot BB gun.
MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY PARENT OR ADULT AT ELKS!
Bro Shadow will supervise all shooters adults and kids.

Questions? Ted McCammon 765-499-2904